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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Polykala’s Active Bystander training enables participants to take safe and
constructive action against discriminatory and harmful behaviour in the
workplace and beyond. Our training promotes workplace cultures of
decentralised social leadership. That means staff (irrespective of position) are
supported to stand up for a just, diverse, fair and inclusive workplace and
community. This is built on the principles of adaptive leadership, whereby
leadership is viewed as a practice that mobilises people and systems to tackle
tough challenges and thrive.
Too often social leadership in the form of starting difﬁcult conversations or
holding people to account is left to people affected by the discrimination itself.
We can do much better. If all of us take responsibility for upholding inclusive and
respectful social standards, then more of us can develop a sense of belonging. It
can also unlock enormous workplace gains in productivity. Being an active
bystander requires reﬂectivity, emotional intelligence, courage and a sense of
humour. Making a difference is all of our business.

ACTIVE
BYSTANDER

The training begins by exploring diversity more generally an an expression of
human variation subject to the intersecting dynamics of power, privilege. We
reﬂect on what behaviour participants perceive is ‘okay’ and what is ‘not okay’
within the organisation with a view to explore viewpoint diversity and build
empathy. Key sociological and psychological barriers to active intervention are
then explored. We ﬁnally offer a set of tools and behavioural frameworks to
overcome those barriers and thus change workplace norms. We do this using
small group work and dynamic role play where participants learn and apply
concepts in real-time. We create a robust and supportive learning environment
where participants can:
(a) reﬂect on own relationship to inclusion & diversity,
(b) understand the impacts felt by people who experience
marginalisation/victimisation and,
(c) enact practical strategies to promote workplace cultures that enhance
belonging.
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OUR APPROACH: DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
1. We believe diversity, inclusion and wellbeing are adaptive challenges that
offer organisations opportunities for evolution. They require all stakeholders
within the system to challenge existing norms and work towards fashioning
new ones. There’s never been a more important time to reﬂect on diversity and
the part each one of us can play to create inclusive workplaces.
2. Diversity Training ought not be delivered in isolation or a tick-box exercise. This
can lead to perverse outcomes. We recommend a whole-of-system approach
of examining interpersonal behavioural norms and evolving structural
values. Leaving attitudes, beliefs and ‘the ways things have always been done’
unchecked misses an opportunity for systemic change.
3. Diversity is the mix of people and inclusion is helping the mix work. There are
two categories of diversity: Demographic diversity refers to visible and invisible
features of our identity such as age, sex, abilities and ethnicity. Cognitive
diversity refers to less visible features including our personality, ideology,
temperament and belief systems. We believe paying attention to and
cultivating both forms of diversity results in workplaces that are safe,
productive and reﬂective of the wider community.
4. Inclusion enacted as a lived value requires more of us, with or without formal
authority, to act in ways that promote belonging and safety. Inclusion also
means that those not directly involved or affected by poor conduct, need to
step up and show moral courage. When men stand up for women’s rights or
when ethnic majorities stand up for minorities that’s when authentic inclusion
takes root i.e “it’s not just ‘your’ problem, it’s our challenge.”
5. We invite participants to treat ‘inclusion’ as a verb, something they can do to
make a positive difference in their workplace and everyday life. Workplace
cultures that celebrate diversity practise learning conversations and conscious
conﬂict. We believe this is vehicle for authentically diverse workplaces.
6. It is an opportunity to exercise adaptive leadership for social good.

"We engaged Polykala to deliver
training to staff across the
organisation with the goal of
positive culture change. Polykala
have spent extensive time with us
developing a bespoke program that
is so much more than ‘training’. They
are running workshops that engage
our staff, developing new language
and capabilities in workplace
relationships."
Nicole Josef Team Leader, Organisational Development
City of Greater Dandenong

P O L Y K A L A

ACTIVE BYSTANDER: INFORMATION
KEY OUTCOMES
1. Gain awareness of the barriers to bystander action.
2. Learn indirect approaches to intervention.
3. Be able to engage in ‘difﬁcult conversations’ with
greater effectiveness
4. Recognise the potential for social leadership to create
inclusive social norms.

TOPICS COVERED
● Intervening up, across and down
● Principles of harm minimisation
● Direct & indirect intervention techniques
● Barriers to effective bystander action

DETAILS
● Workshop length - 2.5 hours
● 2 expert facilitators
● Up to 25 participants
● Participant feedback report
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POLYKALA
TEAM

Ananth holds a PhD in Human
Geography specialising in
cultural adaptation. He has an
extensive track record advising,
training and coaching
organisations through
adaptive change. Ananth is an
associate artist at Melbourne
Playback Theatre Company.
He was trained by Marty Linksy
and Ron Heifetz at Harvard
Kennedy School in the
Adaptive Leadership approach.
Ananth holds a Cert IV in adult
education (TAE), BA (Hons) and
a Diploma in Spanish
language.

CHYONNE
KRELTSZHEIM
Chyonne is a facilitator, coach
and lawyer with over 16 years’
experience working with
organisations across
Australasia. Chyonne is an
expert negotiator having
completed the Advanced
Negotiation training at
Harvard’s Negotiation
Institute. She blends
conceptual frameworks to
help clients get a handle on
their challenges and make a
difference. She holds an LLB
(Hons), a BSc and a Graduate
Diploma in Ontological
Coaching.

TOM HENDERSON
Tom has a background in
journalism and politics. He has
trained at the Harvard
Kennedy School with Marty
Linsky and Ron Heifetz and
holds an Advanced Diploma of
Facilitation from the
Groupwork Institute. His work
with Polykala has included
supporting the renegotiation
of the Regional Forestry
Agreements; delivering
adaptive leadership training to
LGAs in Victoria and the
Northern Territory and a range
of Universities and NFPs. He
holds a BA and is pursuing
graduate study in Psychology.

LINA PATEL
Lina has 20+ years experience
working across all tiers of
government; a variety of
industry sectors; and in a
range of operational functions.
She was a facilitator at the
Centre for Sustainability
Leadership and has designed
and delivered a range of
workshops and retreats for a
variety of community groups,
government and private
sector organisations. Her
mission is to alleviate needless
workplace suffering and bring
more kindness into the world,
one team at a time.
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OUR CLIENTS
Polykala specialise in working with the government, education, for-purpose and not-for-proﬁt sectors.
Some of our clients include:
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CASE STUDIES
MONASH UNIVERSITY

MORELAND
CITY COUNCIL

CITY OF GREATER
DANDENONG

Polykala delivered a series of Active Bystander

Polykala has worked with Moreland City Council

The City of Greater Dandenong has partnered with

workshops to university staff, students and union staff

since 2016. We run the council’s staff Diversity &

Polykala to roll out Appropriate Workplace Behaviour

across the campuses of Monash University. The

Inclusion and Active Bystander training sessions. In

and Active Bystander training for the entire council

workshops addressed the fostering of an inclusive and

2018, we delivered a staff-wide training for the depot

workforce (960 people). The training is part of the

active campus culture where staff and students

staff, focussing on workplace behaviour and

council’s commitment to running culture and conduct

support each other, report incidences where

respectful relationships. In 2020, we designed and

training every 3 years, while responding to the

necessary and engage in conversations to navigate

delivered an Active Bystander training to the entire

recommendation of the 2021 VAGO report. Polykala

disagreements. The training programs had a practical

Executive Management team and all team leaders

custom-designed versions of the training for the

element of modelling respectful conversations and

across the council in response to the VAGO report.

different sections of the Greater Dandenong workforce

giving participants the opportunity to roleplay

The training has been delivered initially in-person

for their speciﬁc needs.. The training has been delivered

common campus situations.

and has now moved to a fully online format.

remotely throughout 2021/22.
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WANT TO WORK WITH US?

Get in touch

info@polykala.com

polykala.com

